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What is ares physical appearance

This gallery includes paintings and sculptures representing the Greek God Aris: The God of War, even as the Roman god Mars. The most disliked Greek God, still the second most important Roman God. Both the same person, but very different personalities. War Habit of Romans, 1824, From the collection of: Photo
collection LIFEGreek gods were famous for their physical beauty, where muscles, eyes and hair, enhanced their overall appearance and aredecision is no exception. Known for his spear, shield and helmet, Arez is the God of war. In this work of art Ace is the center of attention. His chariot awaits him when you see the
dog, another symbol of Araz running under him. You can see the power of Åre depicted in this work of art, as the wind creates a feeling of softness as the wind blows through his hair. The Roman gods were considered an analogue of the Greek gods. They are named after objects without a real appearance, since the
Greek gods are named after personality traits and overall appearance. Here you see Mars, based on the Greek God Ares, with a helmet and beautiful sheets that scratched it, as you can depict the physical beauty beneath it all. The detail in the armor, as well as in the definition of muscles, is well represented. Ara, not
always a warrior, was also a lover. He is known for being Aphrodite's lover, known for being shown here, who was married to Hephaestus, aka God of Fire. Here with his shield on the ground, Ares hugs Aphrodite. This artist for this piece uses brown ink on cream paper. There are great details that the artist has given to
his bodies and the shadow of their bodies under their underwear. The lines are sharp with a gentle feeling for them. Mars and Venus Surprised by Vulcan, Joachim Antonis. Wtewael, about 1606 - 1610, From the collection of: The J. Paul Getty Museum Here the artist depicts the famous love story of Ares and Aphrodite,

which were exhibited by her husband, Hephaestus. The artist clearly shows the humiliation through his expressions, as well as laugh from others around them when they are caught. Eros, i.e. Cupid, is the child of Aris and Aphrodite and is shown above them with Apollo. The artist uses bright colors as dramatic poses,
giving the audience a sense of surprise and unexpected ridicule. The artist of this work depicts the same love story, but with little variation to the previous one. Here you see Vulcan getting into the net he designed to catch his wife and lover Mars. To invite other gods who see over the two lovers to join the humiliation of
Mars. In this piece, Cupid is down and Vulcan in the background. It's a drawing, you still get the details, as you did in the previous part, but not so much from the drama or shame that you get with the color. The lines define the bodies and underwear in the work. Another creative interpretation of Vulcan, catching his wife
Venus with Mars. From the dramatic expressions of each of the with the fine positioning of their bodies, the artist attracts the attention of the audience. Seeing the other God above, out of focus and without much detail, the main focus is on Mars, Venus and Vulcan. The light pushed Venus out with Mars. You can see the
details in Venus trying to cover his Vulcan face with his hair as he climbs on it in disgust and Mars shows no guilt. This statue of Venus, watch as Mars shows the love she has for him. Attracted to his beauty, not only in his face and hair, but also in his body, Venus could not resist mars. While the artist depicted them
looking at each other's eyes, you can feel the love they have. Venus tilted its head as it looked toward Mars. Their hands hug when their eyes meet. The artist shows Mars as strong and irresistibly handsome, holding his spear and wearing his helmet, but with a sense of being vain. His body is upside down, like it's on
display. Mars &amp;quot;Venus&amp;quot;, Allegory of Peace, Louis Jean François Lagrene (French, 1725 - 1805), 1770, From the collection of: J. Paul Getty Museum to the morning sunlight, Mars looks down on Venus, the Roman goddess of love. He pulls back a juicy green curtain; can't hold her without eyes. The
pigeons, a symbol of peace, begin their nest in the helmet belonging to Mars, abandon on the floor next to their sword and shield. Venus has softened the brutal personality of Mars. The rich, vibrant color of the curtains, the soft tones of the skin as light brighten the foreground and the extravagant details in both combined
for a seductive image. This sculpture of Arez, the Greek god of war, with a sword on the left and a shield on the right, he sits only draped in flax. The Greek gods, known for their beauty Aryus as a young man. Strong and confident, he sits without armor, only flax. From his chest to calves, the muscles are determined as
his knee is strengthened so that his hands can rest on them. Mars with Cupid, Giovanni Francesco Barbieri (Guercino) (Italian, b.1591, d.1666), 1649, From the collection of: Cincinnati Art MuseumThis piece of art with Mars and Cupid was ordered piece together with Venus and Cupid, now lost, around the beginning of
the 19th century. This Italian baroque uses incandescent colors combined with an intense, real-life feel to the images. The background draws your attention to Mars a little bit and makes it the center of attention. From the details of the feathers to the helmet, you can almost feel that it is soft and the power of the helmet,
while the light shines on the left, illuminating Mars. The details in the shading of the body and the intensity of its star draws you into the picture. Mars on his chariot, drawn from The Vulvers, Claude II Odran, 1673, From the collection: The Palace of VersaillesAres in his golden chariot drawn by vicious wolves the sky, as
you can see, the light shines upon it from heaven. Beneath him are people lurking in his shadows, hiding under armor and shields as if they were in fear. The armor shows great detail, resists Aris himself, as if he were going to fall from the painting. Greek Gods &gt;&gt; Olympiad Gods &gt;&gt; Aris Aris, Athens, blackfigure amphora C6th BC, Worcester Art Museum ARES is an Olympic god of war, battlelust, courage and civil order. In ancient Greek art, he is depicted as a mature, bearded warrior armed for battle, or a nude, beardless young man with a rudder and a spear. MITX Ares had adultery with the goddess Aphrodite, but her
husband Hephaestos trapped the couple in a gold net and humiliated them by calling the rest of the gods to testify. &lt;More&gt;&gt; When Aphrodite fell in love with the beautiful young Adonis, the god envied, turned into a boar and thickened to the boy's death while he was hunting. &lt;More&gt;&gt; Arus transformed her
daughter Harmony and her husband Cadmos (Cadmus) from Thebes into snakes and took them to the Blessed. &lt;More&gt;&gt; God killed Hallihotius to avenge the rape of his daughter Alkipe. He was tried at the Court of Ariopagos in Athens but acquitted of murder. &lt;More&gt;&gt; Aris has arrested the criminals
Sisifos, a wicked man who dared to kidnap the god of death Tanyatos. &lt;More&gt;&gt; During the battle between Herakles and the Willians of Ares Kiknos (Cycnus), the god is involved, but is hurt by the hero and forced to flee back to Olympus. &lt;More&gt;&gt; Arya actively supports her daughters on the Amazon
Queen in her many wars and battles. The most honest of them were Penisales, who joined the Trojan War. &lt;More&gt;&gt; When The Ayai Giants besieged siege of Olympos, Aris beat them, but was defeated and trapped in a bronze jar. He was later saved by the god Hermes. &lt;More&gt;&gt; During the Trojan War,
Arez, who was a party with the Trojans, was wounded by the Greek hero Diomedes, who drove a spear into his country, sending him back to Olympos, who hesitated in pain. &lt;More&gt;&gt; Many other small myths are described on the following pages. Symbols &amp;quot;Attributes Aars&amp;quot; is the ultimate
military roll. Even in domestic scenes, such as the holidays of the gods, he is depicted either wearing or holding his handlebars. Other attributes of God include a shield, a spear, and sometimes a knife. Although its shield is often decorated with an emblem of some kind, ancient artists simply use a generic drawn from
their standard repertoire, not something specific to god. Ares is usually dressed as a standard Greek warrior with a short tunic, breastplate, rudder and greaves. The breastplate was often thought of in favor of a simple tunic, and is sometimes depicted naked, except for the handlebars and shield. Ares can be quite difficult
to identify in ancient Greek art, since there is little to distinguish it from other fighters. &lt;More&gt;&gt; Sacred&lt;/More&gt; &lt;/More&gt; &lt;/More&gt; &lt;/More&gt; &lt;/More&gt; &lt;/More&gt; &lt;/More&gt; &lt;/More&gt; &lt;/More&gt; &lt;/More&gt; The sacred animal of Arus is the snake. It is also associated with certain
birds, such as the vulture and several species of owl, which the ancient pots defined as agility of war, belligerents and godless. &lt;More&gt;&gt; The most famous of God's animals in myth are the Kolchian Dragon, a snake created by Ares to guard the Golden Fleece, and the Ismenius Dragon, a giant snake that protects
its sacred spring water near Thebes. &lt;More&gt;&gt; ARES PAGES on THEOI.COM This site contains a total of 13 pages describing a god, including general descriptions, mythology and cult. The content is described in the Ares Pages Index list (left column or below). FAMILY OF THE PARENTS OF ERS [1.1] ZEUS HERA (Hesiod Theogony 921, Homer Iliad 5.699, Aeshil Frag 282, Apollodore 1.13, Pausanias 2.14.3, Higginus Foreword, et al) [1.2] HERA (without father) (Ovidius Fasti 5.229) OFFSPRING Family of Ares Ares is the son of Zeus and Hera, king and queen of the gods, and brother of the gods Eilitia and Hebe. His halfsiblings include Atena, Aphrodite, Apollo, Artemis, Hermes, Dionysus and Hephaestos. Aros had three children by the goddess Aphrodite named Deimos (Fear), Phobos (terror) and Harmony. His daughter, Smele, is the mother of the god Dionysus. Aring, Ring, Aring, Ted, Ted, Ted, Ted, Ted, Ted Many of them inherited
their father's violent temperament and in myths are often cast as villains. &lt;More&gt;&gt; Below are two graphs depicting Ares family tree, the first with names transliterized from Greek and the second with common English spelling:- ENCYCLOPEDIA Ares, Greco-Roman bronze statue, Gaziantep Archaeological
Museum of ARCHAEOLOGY (Arês), god of war and one of the great Olympic gods of the Greeks. He was introduced as the son of Zeus and Hera. (Hom. Yl. 893, &amp;quot;I.&amp;&quot;; Hess. - Theog. 921; Apollod, this is 3. 3. 1.) A later tradition, according to which Hera conceived from Ares by touching a particular
flower, seems to be an imitation of the legend of the birth of Hephaestus and is associated with Ovidius. (Fast. v. 255, &amp;c.) Ares's character in Greek mythology would be best understood if we compared it to that of other deities, which are similarly associated with war. Araze, on the other hand, is only the
embodiment of courageous power and power, and not so much a god of war as of his tum, confusion and horror. His sister Erida calls war, Zeus directs his way, but Ares loves war for his own condescension and enjoys the dyna and roar of battles, the slaughter of men, and the destruction of cities. He is not even
influenced by the party spirit, but sometimes he helps one side, and sometimes the other, just as his inclination can dictate; when Zeus calls him aposiallos. (Y. 100 000 000 000 00 889.) The destructive hand of this god was even considered active in the ravages caused by ulcers and&lt;/More&gt; &lt;/More&gt;
&lt;/More&gt;(Soph. Oed. Tyre, it's you. 185.) This savage and goofy character of Araz makes him hated by other gods and his own parents. (889-909.) In the Iliad he appeared surrounded by the embodiments of all the scary phenomena and consequences of war (iv. 440, &amp;c., xv. 119, &amp;c.); but in the Odyssey
his character is a little more tempered. Contrary to the spirit of the cartoon Greeks represented a being like Are, with all its immense physical power, as always victorious; and when he comes into contact with higher powers, he is usually conquered. He was wounded by Diomed, whom Atena helped, and when he fell, he
roared like nine or 10,000 other warriors together. (855 855. &amp;c.) When the gods began to participate actively in the war of mortals, Atena opposed Aris and threw him to the ground, throwing him a mighty stone (xx. 69, xxi. 403, &amp;c.); and when he lay stretched out on the earth, his great body covered the space
of seven hedges. The giant Atuka also conquered him and mowed him down and held him captive for thirteen months until he was delivered by Hermes. (385, &amp;c.) In Typhon's contest against Zeus Ares, he was obliged, along with the other gods, to flee to Egypt, where he turned into a fish. -No, no, no, no, no, no,
no 28.) He was also conquered by Heracles, with whom he fought for his son Cicnus, and had to return to Olympus. -No, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no Herc. 461.) In many other races, however, he is a winner. This fierce and gigantic but dear god loved and was loved by Aphrodite: he intervened in it on
Zeus (st. 883) and took his chariot to her war. (1961, p. 1) When Aphrodite loves Adonis, Aris in his iron metamorphosis turns into a bear and kills his rival. According to a late tradition, Ares killed Hallirrochocius, son of Poseidon, when he was at the place where Alsip, ares' daughter, was attacked. Tuapophon Poseidon
accused Ares of ares in Areopaga, where the gods of the Olympics were gathered in court. Aresh was acquitted and this event is believed to have given the name Areopaga. (Dictation of Ant. s. v.) The belligerent nature of the tribes of Thrace led to the belief that the God-baptized residence was in this country, and here
and in Scythia were the main places of his worship. (Hom. Od. viii. 361, with eustace's note; Ov. Ars Am. II. 585 ; Thocius, you. vii. 42; Herod. 59, 62).) In Scythia he was worshipped in the form of a sword, to which not only horses and other cattle, but also men were sacrificed. Respecting the worship of the Egyptian
divinity called Are, see Herodotus, ii. It was also revered in Colchis, where the golden fleece was hung on oak in a sacred grove. (Apollod i. 9, § 16.) From there it is believed that Dioscuri brought to Laconia the ancient statue of Aresh, which was preserved in the temple of Aris Thareitas, on the way from Sparta to
Terrapne. iii. 19. 7(c) The island near the coast of Colchis, where tough birds are believed to have inhabited, and which is called ares, Archenia, Arya or Halcherit, is also sacred to it. - No, no, no, no, no, no - No, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no,
no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no Apollon. - No, no, no, no, no, no. 1047; Plin. - No, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no 12; Pomp. - Mela, 2. 7. § 15. In Greece itself, the worship of Araz is not much in common. In Athens, he has a temple containing a statue made of Alcamen (Paus. i. 8, § 5);
In Geronthrae in Laconia he had a temple with a grove, where an annual holiday is celebrated, during which no woman is allowed to approach the temple. (iii) 22(5). It is also revered near Tedeia, and in the city (viii. 44. § 6, 48. § 3), in Olympia (100 000 000 000 000 000 15. § 4), near Thebes (Apollod. 4. § 1), and in
Sparta, where there was an ancient statue representing god in chains to show that the fighting spirit and victory were never to leave the city of Sparta. (Paus. iii). 15. § 5. In Sparta, human sacrifices were offered to Araz. - Yes, but it's not. The temples of this god were usually built outside the cities, perhaps to suggest that
he wanted to prevent enemies from getting close to them. All the stories of Aris and his worship in the countries north of Greece show that his pilgrimage was introduced to the last country of Thrace; and the whole character of god, as described by the earliest poets of Greece, seems to have considered a little suitable to
be represented in works of art : in fact, we do not hear about the artistic representation of Ares before the time of Aresmen, who seems to have created the ideal of Ares. There are few Greek monuments now with images of god; it appears mainly on coins, reliefs and gems. The Romans identified their god Mars with the
Greek Arya. Source: Dictionary of Greek and Roman Biography and Mythology. CLASSICAL LITERATURE CITES THE ANTHEM OF APHRODITE APHRODITE, The Athenian Red Figure Kylix C5th BC, Tarquinia National Archaeological Museum I) The peaceful HYMNS Homerik Hymn 8 to Ars (19. Evelyn-White)
(Greek epic, 1999) : Ares, overhanging in strength, chariot, golden handlebar, dough at heart, bearer of shields, Savior of cities harnessed in bronze, strong by hand, unbit, mighty with the spear, o defender of Olympos , father of the belligerent Nike (Victory), an ally of the Themes, a strict rebel ruler, chief of the
righteous, the breakaway King of Masculinity, who turns you among the fervent celestial world (the star Mars) among his seven-fold courses through the ayeter, where your blazing lot always carry you above the third heavenly estuary; listen to me, helper of the people, give to a heartless youth! Throw a ray from above on
my life and the power of war, that I may cast a bitter fear out of my head and crush the deceitful impulses of my soul. Refrain also from the burning fury of my heart that provoked me to protect the ways of blood scum. scum. Oh, blessed, give me courage to abide by the harmless laws of peace, avoiding controversy and
cruel villains of death. II) ORPHIC HYMNS Orphic Hymn 65 to aris (trans. Taylor) (Greek hymns C3rd a.d. to 2nd A.D.) : Yes aris, fumigation by Francinchen. Magnanimous, steadfast, helpless Ares, in darts, rejoiced in bloody wars; fierce and ruthless, whose powerful power can cause the strongest walls of their
foundations to shake: a destructive king desecrated by the poor, pleased with the terrifying and violent roar of war. Human blood, swords, and spear rejoice, and the poor ruin of crazy savage fighting. Stay fierce racing, and vengeful quarrels, whose deeds with woefully more entred human life; to the wonderful Cypris
[Aphrodite] and the Liaos [Lyaeus] [Dionysus] mining to exchange labor in the field; encourage peace, tender works, oblique, and bestow with a well-intentioned mind.1 PHYSICAL DESCRIPTIONS OF APIS Classical literature offers only a few, a brief description of the physical characteristics of the gods. Homer, Iliad 5.
592 FF (trans. Lattimore) (Greek epic C8th BC) : Aris makes plays into his hands with a spear giant and range now in front of Hector and now behind him. The diometodes of the great war cry shook (out of fear) as you saw it. Homer, Iliad 18. 516 ee : [In a battle scene, Engraved on the shield of Achilles(Achilles:] And
Ares led them [army] and Palace Atheain. : Ares insatiable in battle, blazing like the light of a burning fire in his armor and standing in his chariots, and his running horses trampled and breathed the earth with their warrior... And the whole grove and the altar... they were sanctified by the god of terror, Ares, himself and his
armor, and shining from his eyes was like fire... manslaughter, Asha screams out loud, walking aloud, leaning into the sacred groves. Hesiode, The Shield of Herakles 191 ye: [In a battle scene engraved on the shield of Heracle:] And on the shield stood on the shield of the dark ares made golden, and deadly Are the
winner himself was looted. He held a spear in his hands and insisted on his leg: he was red with blood, as if he were killing living people, and he stood in his chariot. Next to him stood Deimos (Fear) and Phobos (flight), eager to immerse themselves among the fighters. Quintus Smirney, fall of Troy 1. 923 yv (trans. Way)
(Greek epic C4th N.S.) : From Olympus down he [Ares] held, fast and bright as thunder terribly blinking from the mighty hand of Zeus. Quintus Smirney, the fall of Troy 7. 400 and ee: Ares, who is angry, angers the enemies when he murmurs his heart and frowns darkly, and his eyes awaken his flame and flame, and is
dressed in glory of beauty, which terrifies as it rushes: quail the gods themselves. Ancient Greek &amp;quot;ROMAN ART&amp;quot; Red figure Vase Painting C4th BC Athenian red figure Vase Painting C5th B.C. Athenian Vase Painting C6th B.C. Athenian Figure Vase Painting C6th BC Athenian red figure Vase
Painting C5th b.s. Athens Black figure vase Painting C6th bc Athens red figure painting C5th bc Athens red figure Vase painting C5th BC. Italian red figure vase Painting C4th a.d. Athenian figure Athens figure Vase Painting C6th before the 16th century Athens Athens Athenian Black Figure Athenian red figure painting
C5th century BC. Greco-roman pompeii wall Freno C1st A.D. Greco-Romanesque Pompeii wall Fresco C1st Greco-Roman Pilipopolis Mosaic a.d. Greco-Roman Pompey Wall Fresco C1st A.D. Greco-Roman Orbit mosaic C3rd A.D. Greco-Roman anti-shaped mosaic floors A.d. Greco-Roman marble statue Greco-Roman
bronze statue sources (all Ares PAGES) Greek homme - Greek epic C8th B.C. Homer Homer. Homer , Odyssey - Greek Epic C8th BC Hesiode, Theogonia - Greek Epps - 7th BC Hesiode, The Shield of Heracles - Greek Epic C8th - 7th BC Hesiode, Catalogues of women fragments - the Greek epic C8th - 7th bc. Homer
hymns - Greek epic C8th - 4th before x before x before x.e. cycle, Aethiopis fragments - Greek epic C8th B.C. Epic cycle, The Telegony fragments - Greek epic C8th - 6th BC. Greek Lyric II Anacreontea, Fragments - Greek Lyric C5th - 4th BC Greek lyric III Stesichorus, Fragments - Greek lyric C7th - 6th before the greek
lyric III Ibiza, Fragments - Greek lyric C6th BC. Greek lyric III, fragments - Greek lyric C6th - 5th BC Ip. , Fragments - Greek lyric C5th BC Greek Elegik Mimnermus, Fragments - Greek Elegagen C7th BC Greek elegyic theognis, Fragments - Greek Elegaic C6th B. C. Aeschylus, Agamemnon - Greek tragedy C5th BC.
Eumenid - Greek tragedy C5th B.C. Aeshilus, Libation Bearers - Greek tragedy C5th a.d. Aeshilus, Seven vs. Tes - Greek tragedy C5th B.C. Aeshilus, Suppliant women - Greek tragedy C5th h.cm. , Bacchae - Greek tragedy C5th BC The library - Greek mythography C2nd A.D. Apollonium Rhodiu, The Argonautica Greek epic C3rd C3rd BC Callimachus, hymns - Greek poetry C3rd B.C. Callimachus, fragments - Greek poetry C3rd previously Greek papyri III Euphorion, fragments - the Greek pope C3rd B.C. , Fragments - Greek Elegy c2nd BC. Diodorus Sicilus, Library of History - Greek History C1st BC Strabo, Geography - Greek
Geography C1st BC, - C1st A.D. Pavzaña, Description of Greece - Greek traveloscopy C2nd A.D. Plutarch, Moralia - Greek historian C1st - 2nd a.d. Plutarch, parallel stories - Greek C1st - 2nd trace of N.D. Orphic hymns - Greek hymns C3rd b.e. - C2nd a.d. Antoninus Liberalis, Metamorphoses - Greek mythography
C2nd Aelian, Historical Miscellany - Greek rhetoric C2nd - 3RD Athenaeus, Deipnosophistae - Greek rhetoric C3RD A.D. Philostrat Jr., Imagines - Greek rhetoric C3rd AD Philostratus, Life of Apollo of Tiana - Greek biography C2nd A.D. Oppian, Halieutica - Greekism C3rd AD Smirnei, Fall of Troy - Greek Epic C4th A. ,
Dionysia - Greek epic C5th A.D. Colluthus, The Rape of Helen - Greek Epic C5th - 6th A.D. Greek Papyri III Anonymous, Fragments - Greek Poetry C4th A4TH ROMAN Hyginus, Fabulae - Latin Mythography C2nd A.D. Higinus, Astronomy - Latin Mythography C2nd A.D. Ovid - Latin Epic C1st PR. - C1st A.D. Ovidi , T.K.
- C1st A.D. Viil Viil Viil Viil Viil Viil Viil Viil Viil Viil Viil Viil , Eneida - Latin epic C1st B.C. Virgil, Georgich - Latin Bucolic C1st Bicic B.C. Cicero, De Natura Deorum - Latin Rhetoric C1st B.C. S. C. SENECA, Hercules Furens - Latin Tragedy C1st A.D. Seneca, Medeia - Latin Tragedy C1st A.D. Seneca, Phaedra - Latin
Tragedy C1st AD Seneca, Troades - Latin Tragedy C1st AD Verus Flack , Argonautika - Latin epic C1st AD Statedius, Thebaid - Epsst A.D. Statius, Ted - epid C1st A.D. Statius, Silva - Latin C1st Apiyule apyuleta apiusian , Golden Ass - Latin novel C2nd A.D. BYZANTINE Suidas, The Suda - Byzantine Greek lexicon
C10th a.d. Other sources Arez status output pages:- 1. Fully quoted: Homer (Iliad &amp;quot;Odyssey), Heziod, Heziod, Homeric Anthems, Epic Cycle &amp;quot; Homerica,Apollodorus&amp;quot;, Pausanias, Strabo, Herodotus, Orphic Anthem, Quintus Smirney, Kalimah, Aesop, Eiliane, Ovid (Metamorfosis), Higginus
(Fabulae &amp;nastroicanom), Apuleius; 2. Partially or not quoted (In Greek): Pindar, Greek Lyric (Fragments), Greek Elegiac (fragments), Apollonius Rhodium, Diodorus Sicilee, Antoninos Liberalsis, Euripides, Aeshill, Sophocles, Aristophanes, Plato, Theocritus, lycophron, Ploarch, Filot &amp;- Terrist &amp;, Nonus,
Opian, etiocetic, i. 2000 and 20 3. Partially or not quoted (Latin): Ovidius (Fasti), Cicero, Statius, Colluthus, Propertius, Valerius Flaccus, et. 2007 BIBLIOGRAPHY Full bibliography of the translations quoted on this page. Theoi Project © Copyright 2000 - 2017 Aaron J. Atsma, Netherlands &amp; new Zealand
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